
Resolve fosters a more naturally human 
experience of work by enabling people to 
feel comfortable, valued, and connected in 
their workspaces. Its imaginative design—
based on the 120-degree angle commonly 
found in nature—places people in calming 
environments where every element is 
designed around their needs and activities. 

Designer
Ayse Birsel 

Benefits
•  Human-centered design makes  

it easier for people to do their best work 
•  Customizable screens and a 

thoughtfully curated palette  
of colors, materials, and finishes for 
expressing an organization’s identity 

•  Quick to install and reconfigure, and 
easy and inexpensive to refresh 

Warranty 
12-year, 3-shift

hermanmiller.com/resolve-system 

Resolve® System

http://hermanmiller.com/resolve-system 
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Statement of Line OverviewImages

Key Features

1. 120-Degree Work Surface  
The work surface’s purposeful design means that the 
tools you need for work are always in reach, increasing 
efficiency and productivity.  

2. Boundary Screens 
Screens create boundary between workstations, 
providing added privacy and eliminating visual 
distractions.  

3. Tool Rail 
The tool rail holds work tools and shelves, keeping 
essential materials easily accessible.  

4.  Rolling Screen 
The rolling screen arcs over a workspace and extends to 
the floor on the other end. It rolls left and right to allow 
easy positioning for individual privacy requirements. 

5. Lower Storage 
Tu® and Meridian® Storage complement any Resolve 
application and can be used for individual or group 
storage.   

Materials

Sustainability

Planning Ideas

Design Files

Click Here to see our complete materials offering for Resolve.

Click Here to see how Resolve meets your environmental goals.

View design solutions.

View Revit families.

Screens PolesCanopy

Truss

Tool Rail

Rolling Screens

For the full statement of line, please refer to the price book.

View image library.
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https://www.hermanmiller.com/design-resources/materials/search-materials.html#pid=1014/150,rpp=60
https://hermanmiller.ecomedes.com/?query=resolve&brand-name=Herman%2520Miller
https://www.hermanmiller.com/design-resources/living-office-design-solutions.html?searchOptions=Herman+Miller%3ADesign+Solutions%2FProduct+Line%2FResolve+System&searchOptions=Herman+Miller%3ADesign+Solutions%2FCategory%2FIndividual&limit=15&page=0
https://www.hermanmiller.com/resources/models/revit-families/
https://www.hermanmiller.com/content/dam/hermanmiller/documents/pricing/PB_RES.pdf
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